Learn, grow, connect, and experience Engineering + IT!

POWER+IT stands for Preparing Outstanding Women for Engineering Roles and Information Technology Summer Camp! This program will be held virtually through the Purdue School of Engineering and Technology, IUPUI:

**June 21-25, 2021 9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.**

The camp will explore engineering and technology with students in grades 9-12. Participants will have fun and interactive opportunities to learn about engineering and technology. The camp will provide activities designed to prepare students for success in college and students will be introduced to university faculty and industry representatives.

The program fee for the camp is $40.00, which includes a drawstring bag, t-shirt, and project materials. Receipt of payment will hold a participant’s spot in the camp.

Accepted participants will pick up project materials before the program for use at home while participating online. Contact etinfo@iupui.edu or 317-274-2533, if you have any questions.

https://redcap.link/POWER2021

SPACE IS LIMITED!

Learn, grow, connect, and experience Engineering!

MEAP stands for Minority Engineering Advancement Program Summer Camp! This program will be held virtually through the Purdue School of Engineering and Technology, IUPUI:

**June 21-25, 2021 9:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.**

The camp will explore engineering and technology with students in grades 9-12. Participants will have fun and interactive opportunities to learn about engineering and technology. The camp will provide activities designed to prepare students for success in college and students will be introduced to university faculty and industry representatives.

The program fee for the camp is $40.00, which includes a drawstring bag, t-shirt, and project materials. Receipt of payment will hold a participant’s spot in the camp.

Accepted participants will pick up project materials before the program for use at home while participating online. Contact etinfo@iupui.edu or 317-274-2533, if you have any questions.

https://redcap.link/MEAP2021

SPACE IS LIMITED!